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Synthesis of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals and
formation of polycrystalline thin ﬁlms from their
aqueous dispersions†
Alexandre H. Pinto, ‡§a Seung Wook Shin,
R. Lee Penn *a and Eray S. Aydil *b

‡{b Aastha Sharma,

c

Quintenary Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 is an analog of the promising solar absorber material Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS). The
initial rapid progress in CZTS has stalled because the similar sizes of Cu and Zn cations lead to facile
formation of antisite defects, which are thought to limit the solar cell performance. Cobalt substitution
for Zn may reduce cation disorder. Herein, we report the synthesis of wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 across
the entire composition range and a systematic study of the substitution of Co into the wurtzite CZTS
lattice. The synthesis is based on microwave heating to only 160  C and uses metal salts and thiourea as
precursors and ethylene glycol as the solvent. The Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals were phase pure
wurtzite within the detection limits of X-ray diﬀraction and Raman scattering. The wurtzite lattice
parameters, nanocrystal sizes, and A1 Raman mode peak positions depend on the Co concentration, x.
The lattice parameters follow Vegard's law within the accuracy of our measurements, and the A1 Raman
mode shifts nearly linearly with x. The nanocrystal size decreases from 8 nm to 4 nm as x increases from
0 to 1. The absorption band edge blue shifted from 1.1 eV for x ¼ 0 to 1.35 eV for x ¼ 1. These values are
lower than those predicted by density functional theory calculations and previous attempts at
determining the optical band gap for wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) and Cu2CoSnS4 (x ¼ 1). Either the band
gaps of wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) and Cu2CoSnS4 (x ¼ 1) are lower or these materials have signiﬁcant
band tails due to defects. We also prepared polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin ﬁlms by thermal
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annealing, in sulfur, of coatings comprised of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals. Upon annealing in sulfur,
the wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals transformed into larger grains (100 s of nm to microns) that
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have a kesterite structure. The ﬁlms with x # 0.4 were phase pure kesterite within the detection limits of
XRD and Raman scattering, but, for x $ 0.6, secondary phases such as Cu1.96S and Co0.24Zn0.76S were
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also detected.

Introduction
Kesterite Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and the related compound Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1x)4 (CZTSSe) are being considered as absorber
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layers in thin-lm solar cells1,2 because they have high absorption coeﬃcients in the visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum3 (>104 cm1), direct and easily tunable band gaps
between 1.0 eV and 1.5 eV by adjusting the S-to-Se ratio,4 and
a high theoretical eﬃciency (32%).5 Moreover, CZTSSe is
comprised of abundant metals with low toxicity relative to other
solar cell materials such as CdTe. Although CZTSSe-based thinlm solar cells have already achieved a record eﬃciency of
12.7%,6 this performance still falls signicantly short of the
21.7% eﬃciency of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS)-based solar cells7 and of
theoretical eﬃciencies (32.4% for CZTS and 31% for CZTSe).8
Alarmingly, the initial rapid rise achieved in record eﬃciencies between 2010 and 2014 has stalled. Among the reasons
responsible for this underperformance is the relatively large
open circuit voltage, Voc, decit (600 mV) with respect to the
theoretical maximum (i.e., the band gap, Eg, divided by the
electron charge).9,10 This decit is much larger for CZTSSe than
for CIGS-based solar cells (440 mV).6 One possible reason
proposed for this relatively high Voc-decit is band gap and
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band edge uctuations due to cation disorder and antisite
defects such as CuZn, ZnCu, ZnSn, and SnZn.11,12 Moreover, Cu
and Sn have multiple oxidation states and favor the formation
of deep-level defects in CZTSSe.13 These defects may increase
the non-radiative carrier recombination rate and lower the Voc.11
Higher Voc values are achieved by substituting some of the
cations in CZTSSe. For example, replacing Sn with Ge
improves Voc by reducing defect concentrations.14 The main
problem, however, is the similar sizes of Cu+ (0.91 Å), Cu2+
(0.87 Å), and Zn2+ (0.88 Å) cations, which allow them to easily
substitute for each other resulting in substantial cation
disorder in wurtzite and kesterite phases of CZTS.10,11 One
solution to this problem is to substitute a smaller cation such
as Co2+ (0.68 Å) for Zn2+ (0.88 Å) to form Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
alloys with band gaps similar to that of CZTS.15,16 The smaller
size of Co2+ is expected to result in reduced cation disorder
and antisite defects in Cu2CoSnS4 as compared to Cu2ZnSnS4.
Thus, Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 alloys may lead to solar cells with
a higher Voc.
In one approach to making polycrystalline thin lms for
solar cells, CZTS coatings are cast on substrates from nanocrystal dispersions, and the resulting coatings are annealed in
sulfur or selenium vapor.17–20 CZTS nanocrystals have been
synthesized using a variety of routes, and methods for
controlling their size and composition have been explored.21–24
Making Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 lms using this method will require
the synthesis of nanocrystals with the desired cation composition, x. A few studies have reported the synthesis of Cu2CoSnS4
nanocrystals.25–30 To our knowledge, there is only one recent
report of stannite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 (0 # x # 1) nanocrystals
across the entire composition range: Huang et al. synthesized
stannite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals by reacting metal salts
with thiourea in oleylamine for more than 24 hours at
temperatures greater than 260  C.31 More recently, Thompson
et al. synthesized wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals from
metal salts in octadecene using trioctylphosphine oxide but
only for x between 0 and 0.11. To our knowledge, wurtzite
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals and polycrystalline thin lms
have not been synthesized previously across the entire composition range (i.e., 0 # x # 1). Moreover, previous synthesis of
Cu2CoSnS4 nanocrystals used chemicals such as trioctylphosphine oxide and oleylamine,25,30,31 which are known to
be cytotoxic.32,33
Herein, we report the synthesis of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
nanocrystals (0 # x # 1) and thin polycrystalline lms formed
by annealing coatings cast from dispersions of these nanocrystals. Specically, we made Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals using a microwave-assisted solvothermal synthesis
in ethylene glycol and investigated the formation of
polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 lms on Mo-coated soda
lime glass substrates when coatings cast from aqueous
dispersions of these nanocrystals are annealed in sulfur vapor.
Advantages of microwave synthesis have been reviewed by
Baghbanzadeh et al.: they include signicant reduction in
synthesis times and eﬃcient use of energy by coupling it
selectively with the solvent.34
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Experimental procedure
Materials
Copper(II) acetate monohydrate (Cu(II)Ac2$H2O ACS reagent,
>98%, Sigma-Aldrich), zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc2$2H2O
ACS reagent Acros Organic), cobalt(II) acetate tetrahydrate
(Co(II)Ac2$4H2O, >97%, Acros Organic), tin(II) chloride (Sn(II)Cl2
98% Sigma Aldrich), thiourea (CH4N2S, $99.0%, Sigma
Aldrich), sodium thioglycolate (HSCH2COONa $ 96.5%, Sigma
Aldrich), ethylene glycol (Fisher Scientic), methanol
(Sigma Aldrich), and ethanol (Decon-200 Proof) were used as
received.
Synthesis of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals
In a typical Cu2ZnSnS4 synthesis, 1.7  103 mol of
Cu(II)Ac2$H2O, 1.0  103 mol of ZnAc2$2H2O, and 1.0 
103 mol of Sn(II)Cl2 were added to 30 mL ethylene glycol
while stirring. To synthesize Cu2CoSnS4, 1.0  103 mol of
ZnAc2$2H2O was replaced by 1.0  103 mol of CoAc2$4H2O. To
synthesize Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 solid solutions, the amounts of
ZnAc2$2H2O and CoAc2$4H2O were adjusted according to the
desired solid solution composition, x, where x is the nominal
Co fraction in the precursor solutions as calculated from the
ratio of the moles of CoAc2 to the sum of the moles of CoAc2 and
ZnAc2 (i.e., [CoAc2]/[Co(II)Ac2 + ZnAc2]). Following this, 4.0 
103 mol of thiourea and 3.4  103 mol of HSCH2COONa were
added to the metal acetate solution. Aer sonication for 30
minutes, this mixture was sealed in a Teon vial, placed inside
a SiC sleeve, and loaded into an Anton Parr Multiwave Pro
microwave. The solution temperature was measured using an
infrared sensor. The solution was heated from room temperature to 160  C in 15 minutes and maintained at 160  C for
5 minutes. Following this, the power was turned oﬀ, and the
solution was cooled to 55  C in approximately 20 minutes with
the aid of the fans inside the microwave. The microwave is
equipped with a turntable, which spins at 2 revolutions per
minute (RPM) during the entire synthesis, but the solution is
not stirred. Using conventional heating, instead of microwave
heating, produces a brown amorphous powder as evidenced by
the lack of any XRD peaks.
Formation of polycrystalline lms
Aer synthesis, the wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals
were centrifuged at 8450 RCF for 15 minutes, the ethylene glycol
supernatant was discarded, and the remaining nanocrystals were
dispersed in water to make 36  10 mg mL1 dispersions. These
dispersions agglomerate in approximately one day and must be
redispersed by sonication before use. The nanocrystal coatings
were cast from dispersions that were sonicated for at least 1 hour
prior to casting. Soda lime glass substrates covered with 700 nm
of Mo were coated with the wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals by drop casting 400 mL of the aqueous dispersions onto
6.25 cm2 area dened by a metal frame. Aer drop casting, the
coatings were dried at room temperature for 2 days as described
previously.35,36 The substrates coated with nanocrystals were
annealed in air at 200  C for 10 minutes to remove any residual
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water trapped in between the nanocrystals. These nanocrystal
coatings were porous and rough because the nanocrystals
agglomerate as the dispersion cast on the substrate dries. The
coatings were compacted using a hydraulic press at 6000 kPa for
15 seconds (Caver Autopellet 3887) as described previously.37,38 A
thin sheet of Kapton lm was placed on top of the nanocrystal
coating to prevent the nanocrystals from adhering to the press.
The compacted wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystal
coatings were placed in pre-cleaned quartz ampoules (1 cm
inner diameter and 10 cm length) with 14 mg of solid sulfur and
3  105 moles of NaOH, which were introduced as described
by Johnson et al.39 Following this, the quartz ampoule was
evacuated to 106 Torr and ame-sealed. The sealed quartz
ampoule at room temperature was loaded into a preheated
furnace at 600  C. At this temperature, 14 mg of sulfur corresponds to approximately 500 Torr of sulfur vapor. Details of the
annealing process can be found in our previous papers.19,37,39
Aer maintaining the quartz ampoule at 600  C for 1 hour, the
furnace was turned oﬀ and the ampoule was allowed to cool
naturally to 150  C before removing it from the furnace. The
furnace took approximately 4 hours to cool to 150  C.
Characterization
The nanocrystal coatings were characterized, before and aer
annealing in sulfur, using X-ray diﬀraction (XRD), Raman
scattering, optical absorption, and eld emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The as-synthesized nanocrystals
were also characterized using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Specically, XRD patterns from the products were
collected using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro X-ray diﬀractometer (Co
Ka radiation with a wavelength of 1.7890 Å) equipped with an
X'Celerator detector. The XRD patterns were collected from 20
to 70 (2q) with an eﬀective step size of 0.0167 and 50 s dwell
time per step. Lattice parameters were calculated by Rietveld
renement using the X'pert High Score Plus soware. Raman
spectra were collected from dried powders and annealed thin
lms using a Witec Confocal micro-Raman spectrometer, with
a green (532 nm) laser as the excitation source. The laser power
was xed at 1 mW, and each spectrum was integrated over 150
seconds. The absorption spectra were collected in the transmission mode using an Agilent Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer. A constant small background below the bandgap due
to reection and scattering was subtracted from each spectrum.
For FE-SEM examination, the nanocrystals dispersed in methanol were sonicated for 1 hour, dropcast onto soda lime glass
substrates, and dried in air. The dried nanocrystal coatings and
annealed thin lms were then examined on a JEOL 6500 FESEM, at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The elemental composition of the nanocrystals was determined using energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using a Thermo-Noran
Vantage system equipped with an EDS detector coupled to the
JEOL 6500 FE-SEM. The acceleration voltage was adjusted to
15 kV for all EDS measurements. The ratios of the elemental
concentrations were calculated based on the reference spectra
provided by the soware system SIX and converted to atomic%.
For each sample, the elemental compositions were determined
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at ten diﬀerent locations and the values were averaged. Grain
sizes were estimated from SEM images of the thin lms by
randomly drawing lines on several plan view SEM images and
the average grain sizes were determined from the number of
grain boundaries intersected by the line per unit length.
Samples for TEM characterization were prepared by drop
casting nanocrystals onto Ni TEM grids (SPI 200 mesh holey
carbon coated) from methanol dispersions aer sonication for
at least 30 minutes. The nanocrystals were imaged using an FEI
T12 TEM, operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. Highresolution images were collected using an FEI Tecnai G2 F30,
with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The elemental composition of the nanocrystals was also measured using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) using a Thermo
Scientic XSERIES 2 ICP-MS with an ESI PC3 Peltier cooled
spray chamber, SC-FAST injection loop, and SC-4 auto sampler.
Samples were diluted as appropriate and 40 ppb of indium
internal standard was added. The powders were digested in
a mixture of 4 mL of concentrated trace metal grade HNO3, 1 mL
of deionized water, 1.5 mL of concentrated trace metal grade
HCl, and 1.5 mL of concentrated trace metal grade HF. The
powders were digested by heating this dispersion in a CEM Corp
Discover SP-D microwave to 150  C for 4 minutes. We use
a capital X to denote the measured (by ICP-MS and SEM-EDS) Co
fraction, which is dened as CCo/(CZn + CCo) in the nanocrystals,
where Ci is the concentration of species i (Co or Zn). We use
small x in Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals to denote the
nominal Co fraction calculated from the ratio of the moles of
Co(II) acetate monohydrate to the sum of Co(II) acetate monohydrate and Zn(II) acetate monohydrate in the precursor solutions. These values (X and x) are within measurement error and
are virtually the same as shown in ESI Fig. S1.† Even though Na
is present in the synthesis, it was not detected in the product. If
present, its concentration is below the detection limit of EDS
(0.3%).

Results and discussion
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals
Fig. 1 shows (a) XRD patterns, (b) lattice parameters, and (c)
sizes of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals as a function of x. All
XRD patterns show three strong peaks located near 30.5 , 32 ,
and 35 , which correspond to diﬀraction from the (100), (002),
and (101) planes in wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 (P63mc). Additionally, the XRD patterns exhibit several weak diﬀraction peaks
near 46 , 55 , 60 , and 66 , corresponding to the (102), (110),
(103), and (112) planes, also in wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4.40
No secondary phases such as Zn-, Sn-, Cu- and Co-based sulde
compounds are detected regardless of x. Generally, the relative
intensities of the XRD peaks are consistent with those expected
for a powder diﬀraction pattern of the wurtzite phase, indicating that the kesterite and/or stannite phases are present at
very low concentrations or completely absent; were a signicant
fraction of these phases present, the (002) peak intensity would
have increased substantially as compared to the (100) and (101)
peaks (see ESI Fig. S2†). In fact, careful examination of the XRD
patterns for samples with x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 0.05 shows that the
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 1 (a) XRD patterns, (b) lattice parameters, and (c) sizes of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals as a function of the Co fraction, x.
Simulated XRD patterns of wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2CoSnS4 are
shown as stick patterns. Lines in (b) are linear extrapolation (Vegard's
law) between the lattice parameters of Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2CoSnS4.
Nanocrystal sizes were obtained from the Scherrer equation using the
measured XRD patterns. Co Ka emission was used for XRD. Also see
ESI Fig. S2† for XRD patterns on an expanded scale between 2q ¼ 30
and 2q ¼ 37 , and for simulation details.

(002) peak is slightly higher than expected for wurtzite, indicating the possible presence of small amounts of the kesterite
phase. The a and c lattice parameters in the wurtzite
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals decrease with increasing Co
fraction, x, because the ionic radius of Co2+ (0.68 Å) is smaller
than the ionic radius of Zn2+ (0.88 Å). For x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1
wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4 and wurtzite Cu2CoSnS4, the calculated
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lattice parameters are in excellent agreement with those reported previously (Table 1).4,41,42
The sizes of the Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals, calculated
from the full width at half maximum of the (002) diﬀraction
peak using the Scherrer equation, remain approximately
constant up to x ¼ 0.5 and decrease thereaer. The decrease in
the nanocrystal size with increasing doping or alloying (i.e.
increasing x) has been observed previously in other systems43
and may be expected when two diﬀerent types of ions compete
for the same lattice position because this competition can
reduce both the nucleation and the growth of the nanocrystals.44,45 For example, lattice strain induced upon incorporation of ions with diﬀerent radii can increase the critical
nucleation size.
Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of the Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
nanocrystals as a function of nominal Co fraction, x. The A1
mode peak position shis from 328 cm1 for x ¼ 0 (Cu2ZnSnS4)
to 319 cm1 for x ¼ 1 (Cu2CoSnS4). The A1 mode peak in
wurtzite CZTS has been reported to range from 325 cm1 to
335 cm1.50–54 There is evidence that the A1 mode peak position
may depend on the shape and size of the nanocrystals.19–23 For
example, Li et al. reported the A1 mode peak position for
wurtzite CZTS nanoplates at 335 cm1 as compared to 325 cm1
for oblate rice shaped nanocrystals.51 Our nanocrystals were
a mixture of oblate and spherical nanocrystals (vide infra) and
gave rise to a broad Raman scattering peak that peaked at
328 cm1 for wurtzite CZTS (x ¼ 0). To our knowledge, there is
no Raman scattering reported for wurtzite Cu2CoSnS4.
Gillorin et al. synthesized kesterite Cu2CoxSnS4 and reported
a broad Raman scattering peak peaking at 315 cm1 for 3 nm
diameter nanocrystals.25 For larger Cu2CoSnS4 kesterite crystals
(e.g., 100 s of nm), Krishnaiah observed the A1 peak at
325 cm1.29 Huang et al. reported a shi from 335 cm1 to
325 cm1 for stannite or kesterite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 as x
increased from 0 to 1.31 Thus, substituting Co for Zn in kesterite
CZTS appears to shi the A1 mode from 337 cm1 to 325 cm1.
Such a Raman shi to lower wavenumbers has also
been observed when Zn was substituted with Fe to form
Cu2(Zn1xFex)SnS4 and Co to form Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4.55 Both
alloying and the small nanocrystal size broaden the Raman
peaks and reduce the scattering intensity, making it diﬃcult to
ascertain the phase purity by Raman measurements alone.
However, there is no obvious presence of large amounts of
secondary phases such as Cu-, Zn-, Co-, and Sn-suldes via XRD.
The impurity phases that are most diﬃcult to distinguish
from Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 are Cu3SnS4 and ZnS. ZnS Raman
scattering at 350 cm1 is weak and can be easily masked by the
main broad A1 mode.56–58 Similarly, the most intense
Raman scattering from Cu3SnS4 is at 318 cm1.56 To
complicate matters, these phases have overlapping XRD peaks
with Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4. However, the presence of both of these
phases in signicant amounts would alter the intensity ratios of
the (100), (002), and (101) XRD peaks as shown in Fig. 1. This is
not the case and the diﬀraction intensity ratios closely match
those expected from a powder of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4.
Fig. 3 shows the representative high resolution (HR)-TEM
images
of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
nanocrystals.
The
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Lattice parameters of the Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 phases

Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) ref. 46
Cu2CoSnS4 (x ¼ 1) ref. 47
Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) ref. 48
Cu2CoSnS4 (x ¼ 1) ref. 49
Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) this work
Cu2CoSnS4 (x ¼ 1) this work

Crystal structure

Space group

a (Å)

c (Å)

Wurtzite
Wurtzite
Kesterite
Kesterite
Wurtzite
Wurtzite

P63mc
P63mc
I42m
I42m
P63mc
P63mc

3.8387
3.806
5.427
5.396
3.837
3.809

6.3388
6.295
10.848
10.789
6.339
6.281

Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals are either spherical or
oblate. Oblate nanocrystals have been observed previously
when wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2CoSnS4 nanocrystals were
synthesized in other solvents.26,41 On average the nanocrystals observed in the TEM are smaller for larger x, which is
consistent with sizes obtained from the XRD patterns
(Fig. 1(c)). The HRTEM images show lattice fringes with
spacings consistent with the (101), (102), (100) planes of
wurtzite CZTS and wurtzite Cu2CoSnS4. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) patterns well match with the wurtzite
structure of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 and are shown in the ESI
(Fig. S3†).
The Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals show strong absorption
in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, with the
absorption edge (Fig. 4) blue shiing from 1120 nm (1.1 eV) to
920 nm (1.35 eV) as x is increased. The band gap of wurtzite

Cu2ZnSnS4 has been reported to be between 1.4 and 1.5 eV, but
these analyses rely on plotting (ahn)2 vs. (hn), arbitrarily
deciding the region where this plot appears linear, and extrapolating this line to (ahn) ¼ 0 to nd where it intercepts the (hn)
axis; this intercept is an estimate of the band gap energy, Eg.59
However, this analysis is fraught with diﬃculties and potential
pitfalls, particularly when there is signicant reection and
scattering or when there is absorption near the band edge due
to plasmons or tail states. Indeed, all the reported measurements for wurtzite CZTS show absorption below the reported
band gap values41,46,59 (see also the discussion in the ESI†).
Using density functional theory within hybrid functional PBE0,
Zhao et al. calculated the wurtzite CZTS band gap to be
1.372 eV.60 Like the previous experimental absorption spectra,
absorption from our wurtzite CZTS lms also begins to rise at
1200 nm, indicating either a lower band gap value than the
reported 1.43 eV or a signicant absorption tail below the
conduction band edge, possibly due to defects. There is only
one report of optical absorption in Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4, but
these are in kesterite or stannite nanocrystals.31 Based on the
changes in the Raman peak widths, the authors claimed that
the crystal structure changed from kesterite to stannite, around
x ¼ 0.3–0.6, as x was increased. The XRD, however, shows that
these crystals were either kesterite or stannite and not wurtzite.
These authors reported that the band gap of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
(kesterite or stannite) red shied from 1.45 eV at x ¼ 0 to 1.21 eV
at x ¼ 1. These values are again determined from extrapolation
of the (ahn)2 vs. (hn) plot, which showed a signicant tail and
absorption below the extrapolated values. In fact, one cannot
discern a band edge from the unprocessed absorption spectra
in this article. Our absorption edge gradually blue shis to
1.35 eV as more Co is substituted for Zn (i.e., x increases), the
opposite trend to that reported by Huang et al.31 (see also the
discussion in the ESI†). One possibility is that the nanocrystals
become increasingly more quantum conned as their sizes
decrease with increasing Co concentration (see Fig. 1), but
Khare et al. showed that the CZTS nanocrystal sizes must be
approximately 3 nm or less to observe this eﬀect.61 Thus,
quantum connement is an unlikely explanation for the shi
observed in the spectra of Fig. 4.
Polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin lms

Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra and (b) A1 mode peak positions of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals as a function of x.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Encouraged by the formation of wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 solid
solutions without any detectable secondary phases, we proceeded
to study the formation of polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin
lms from coatings comprising the nanocrystals. We made
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 3 Representative TEM images of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals with (a) x ¼ 0, (b) x ¼ 0.25, (c) x ¼ 0.4, (d) x ¼ 0.6, (e) x ¼ 0.75, and (f) x ¼ 1,
respectively. TEM samples were made by drop casting the nanocrystal dispersion in methanol onto Ni carbon mesh grids.

polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin lms by annealing, in
sulfur vapor, coatings dropcast onto Mo-coated soda lime glass
substrates from aqueous dispersions of the nanocrystals. Fig. 5
shows the XRD patterns and lattice parameters of the polycrystalline lms formed on Mo-coated soda lime glass substrates
by annealing coatings of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals. The
XRD patterns collected from the annealed lms with x ¼ 0 are

Fig. 4 Optical absorption spectra of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals
as a function of Co fraction, x. The absorption spectra were obtained
from ﬁlms dropcast from nanocrystal dispersions in methanol on soda
lime glass substrates after compaction. The baseline was oﬀset for x >
0 for clarity. The baseline for the oﬀset spectra (A ¼ 0) is indicated with
a dashed line.

J. Mater. Chem. A

consistent with the kesterite CZTS phase, Mo, and MoS2. When
annealed, the wurtzite nanocrystals transform into larger kesterite grains. When x is less than 0.4, no secondary phases were
detected by XRD, and the lms appear to consist primarily of
polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4. On the other hand, when x $
0.6, secondary phases such as Cu1.96S and Co0.24Zn0.76S were also
detected. We assign the peak appearing at 33.4 to cubic
Co0.24Zn0.76S. This peak appears at around x ¼ 0.75 and increases
in intensity as the Co concentration is increased and x reaches
1. It may seem odd that this particular composition of this
alloy forms, but Becker and Lutz et al. showed that there is
a limit to the solubility of Co in zinc blende ZnS. It so happens
that 24% is indeed the solubility limit at 600  C, our annealing
temperature.62 The diﬀraction peaks at 22 and 45.6 are from
tetragonal Cu1.96S. The Mo peak at 38 overlaps with diﬀraction
from some of the secondary phases, most notably the strong
(103) diﬀraction from Cu1.96S also at 38 . One can still see the
Cu1.96S diﬀraction emerging from the top of the broad Mo
diﬀraction for lms with x ¼ 0.6 and x ¼ 0.75. Although
wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 forms across the entire composition range, kesterite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 via this route could
only be formed up to x ¼ 0.4. It is interesting to note that
Cu2(Zn1xFex)SnS4 transforms from kesterite to stannite with
changes in the cation ordering when x z 0.4–0.5.49,63,64 Because
Co2+ and Fe2+ have similar sizes, like Cu2(Zn1xFex)SnS4, kesterite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 also becomes destabilized near this
value of x.31 For this reason, we surmise that the formation of
kesterite from the wurtzite structure may become inaccessible
around x z 0.4–0.5, leading instead to phase separation into
Cu1.96S and Co0.24Zn0.76S.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 5 XRD patterns of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 polycrystalline thin ﬁlms
formed on Mo-coated soda lime glass substrates via thermal annealing,
in sulfur, of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystal coatings. Annealing was
conducted in 500 Torr of sulfur at 600  C for 1 hour. 3.0  105 mol of
Na was added to the annealing ampule as described in the experimental
procedure. The XRD patterns of kesterite Cu2ZnSnS4 (00-026-0575),
kesterite Cu2CoSnS4 (00-026-0513), tetragonal Cu1.96S (00-012-0224),
cubic Co0.24Zn0.76S (00-047-1656), and cubic CoS2 (98-001-3473) are
also shown for comparison. Co Ka emission was used for XRD.

The lattice parameters of polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
thin lms extracted from the XRD decrease from a ¼ 0.5429 nm
and c ¼ 1.0832 nm at x ¼ 0 to a ¼ 0.5425 nm and c ¼ 1.0828 nm
at x ¼ 0.4, and this trend is consistent with the results obtained
with the Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals (Fig. 1(b)). For x $ 0.4,
we cannot determine the true x in the kesterite phase since
there are signicant secondary phases in the lms. Annealing at
500  C showed similar results to annealing at 600  C in that the
lms with x # 0.4 were phase pure kesterite, but, for x $ 0.6,
secondary phases such as Cu1.96S and Co0.24Zn0.76S were also
detected. On the other hand, the grain sizes of lms annealed at
500  C were smaller (0.1–0.6 mm) than those at 600  C
(0.5–2 mm).
Fig. 6 shows the Raman spectra and A1 mode peak positions
for polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin lms formed on Mocoated soda lime glass substrates. The lm made from nanocrystals without Co (x ¼ 0) exhibits a strong peak located at 337
 2 cm1, which corresponds to the A1 mode Raman peak of the
kesterite CZTS structure. As x increases to x ¼ 0.4 (Fig. 6(a)), this
peak shis towards lower wavenumbers (324 cm1), broadens,
and decreases in intensity. This behavior would be expected if
Co was substituting for Zn and forming a solid solution. If
the Co and Zn were to phase segregate into Cu2ZnSnS4 and
Cu2CoSnS4 domains, we would expect two sharper peaks, with
one at 337 cm1 for Cu2ZnSnS4 and the other around 324 cm1
for Cu2CoSnS4.29,31 For x # 0.4, we do not observe any other
Raman scattering that can be assigned to secondary phases.
However, we begin seeing Raman scattering from secondary
phases in lms synthesized with x $ 0.6, in addition to that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

Fig. 6 (ad) Raman spectra and (e) A1 mode peak positions of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin ﬁlms formed on Mo coated soda lime glass
substrates by thermal annealing of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystal
coatings. A1 mode Raman peaks were collected from large grains in
the Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 ﬁlms as shown in (e). Annealing conditions
were the same as for Fig. 5. The Raman spectra of Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4
thin ﬁlms at x $ 0.6 (b–d) were collected from diﬀerent grains, which
were selected to show the diﬀerent phases present.

from kesterite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4, which appears between
337 cm1 (x ¼ 0) and 324 cm1 (x ¼ 1). For example, Fig. 6(b)
shows Raman spectra collected from three diﬀerent locations
on the same lm (x ¼ 0.6). Region (i) shows intense Raman
scattering from copper–sulfur vibrations characteristic of
copper suldes (475 cm1). An additional peak at 400 cm1 can
be identied both in this region (i) and elsewhere on the lm,
e.g., region (ii), and is assigned to characteristic Co–S vibrations
in Co0.24Zn0.76S, which are expected around 390–400 cm1.65,66
Region (ii) in Fig. 6(b) shows Raman scattering from
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 and Co0.24Zn0.76S but not from Cu1.96S. The
vast majority of the lm, however, is Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 and
exhibits Raman scattering like that shown for region (iii) in
Fig. 6(b). In some regions like region (i) in Fig. 6(d) a particularly
strong Raman peak at 476 cm1 from copper sulde is observed
when x ¼ 1.
Fig. 7 shows the plan view and cross-sectional FE-SEM
images of the polycrystalline thin lms formed on Mo-coated
soda lime glass substrates via thermal annealing of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystal coatings in sulfur. FE-SEM
images for the polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin lm for
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micron sized grains, there are also many voids. Further optimization of the annealing parameters, such as S partial pressure, temperature, and annealing time as well as Na
concentration, will be needed.
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Conclusions
We report the synthesis of wurtzite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals across the entire composition range using a microwave
assisted solvothermal method. The Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals have an average size that decreases from 8 to 4 nm as x
increases from 0 to 1. The absorption band edge blue shied
from 1.1 eV for Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) to 1.35 eV for Cu2CoxSnS4 (x ¼
1). These values are lower than those predicted by density
functional theory calculations and previous attempts at
determining the optical band gap for Cu2ZnSnS4 (x ¼ 0) and
Cu2CoxSnS4 (x ¼ 1). Either the band gaps of wurtzite Cu2ZnSnS4
(x ¼ 0) and Cu2CoxSnS4 (x ¼ 1) are lower, or these materials have
signicant band tails due to defects. The lattice parameters of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals also decrease with increasing
x. Finally, we made polycrystalline Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 thin
lms by annealing, in sulfur vapor, coatings comprised of
Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 nanocrystals. Upon annealing, the coatings
transformed into larger grained (100 s of nm to several microns)
kesterite lms if x # 0.4. At higher x (x $ 0.6) annealing wurtzite
nanocrystals produced secondary phases such as Co0.24Zn0.76S,
Cu1.96S and Co2S, in addition to kesterite Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4.
Although this work shows that Cu2(Zn1xCox)SnS4 lms can be
synthesized for x # 0.4 from nanocrystal dispersions, it may be
diﬃcult to form phase pure lms for higher values of x. Future
work should focus on improving the lm morphology and
phase purity as well as on the electrical characterization of thin
lms towards making solar cells.
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